Cutaneous Necrosis after Subcutaneous Injection of Polyethylene-Glycol-modified Interferon alpha
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Sir,

Interferon-α-2b has been shown to be effective in the treatment of hepatitis C and malignant melanoma (1, 2). In order to improve treatment comfort and efficacy, polyethylene glycol (PEG) modification of interferon-α-2b has recently been introduced. Injection frequency can thus be reduced from 3 times a week to once a week. We report the development of a cutaneous necrosis (embolia cutis medicamentosa) at the injection site after subcutaneous injection of PEG-modified interferon-α-2b in 2 patients with hepatitis C.

CASE REPORT

Patient 1

A 44-year-old man with hepatitis C had been receiving treatment with PEG-modified interferon-α 2b (PegIntron® 100 µg) subcutaneously once a week since September 2000. The treatment was well tolerated and without any major side effects. In June 2001, the patient developed a painful reddish-brown deep infiltrate, measuring 1.5 × 1 cm in diameter, at the injection site on the left abdominal wall, with irregular, but well-marked demarcation like a spark or “blitz” (Fig. 1). One week later the skin overlying the infiltrate had turned dark brown and was painful. The necrosis was surgically removed and the ulcer left to heal using hydrocolloid dressings. The ulcer healed after 4 weeks.

Interferon treatment could be continued without modification and was well tolerated. However 2 months later, the patient again developed a painful lesion, this time on the right abdominal wall shortly after a PegIntron® injection. Topical heparin ointment and oral NSAIDs were ineffective and the lesion was therefore removed surgically, sutured and healed without complications.

Laboratory examinations revealed leukopenia and anemia, although thrombocytes, electrolytes, liver enzymes, urea and creatinine were within normal range.

A skin biopsy was taken from the inflammatory margin of the first lesion. Microscopic examination revealed dilatation of the vessels with extravasation of erythrocytes, but no signs of vasculitis. The epidermis showed an almost complete necrosis of the basal layer (Fig. 2a).

The second site was removed surgically before complete necrosis had occurred. The epidermis and upper parts of the dermis were necrotic in a wedge-shaped central part surrounded by vasodilatation. Some of the periadnexial small vessels were partly occluded due to endothelial swelling. Lymphocytes were found perivascularly and around the sweat glands. Occlusion of arterial vessels or larger veins was not observed.

Patient 2

A 35-year-old man with hepatitis C developed a painful 2 × 3 cm red infiltrate, surrounded by typical “blitz figures” at the injection site of PEG-modified interferon-α 2b. Prior injections had been well tolerated. The infiltration was removed surgically, followed by normal healing. The treatment with

---

**Fig. 1.** One week after injection of pegylated interferon-α-2b, the injection site shows a well-demarcated brownish-red surface, 1.5 × 1 cm in size, overlying a deep, tender infiltrate. Typical “blitz figures” surround the injection site.

**Fig. 2.** (a) Almost complete necrosis of the epidermal basal layer (patient 1). The superficial vessels are dilated and filled with erythrocytes (× 50). (b) Small arterioles in the deeper dermis are occluded while accompanying veins are widely dilated (patient 2) (× 325); H&E staining.
PEG-modified interferon-α-2b could be continued without further complications. Laboratory examinations were within normal range.

Histological examination showed a superficial erosion of the epidermis and a subepidermal necrosis of the collagenous soft tissue. The blood vessels were dilated and filled with erythrocytes. The adnexal structures were surrounded by a few lymphocytes, histiocytes and neutrophils. In the deeper dermis, small arterioles were completely occluded, while accompanying venules were widely dilated (Fig. 2b). A major vein in the deep dermis showed an almost complete occlusion by thrombotic material. There were no signs of vasculitis.

**DISCUSSION**

Cutaneous necroses after accidental intra-arterial injections were first described 80 years ago and seen as side effects in treating syphilis with bismuth (3, 4). Later, the term “embolia cutis medicamentosa” or Nicolau syndrome (5) became widely accepted, referring to painful erythematous, irregular but well-marked swellings after intramuscular injection of drugs into the gluteal area. Apart from bismuth, drugs such as benzathine penicillin, other antibiotics, anti-rheumatic drugs, phenobarbital, lidocaine, steroids, chlorpromazine and mercury can cause this syndrome (6).

So far, embolia cutis medicamentosa after subcutaneous injection has only been described for heparin and interferon-α. While in the case of heparin a true immunologic or allergic reaction can be found (7), interferon-α apparently did not lead to an allergic reaction. The cases of embolia cutis medicamentosa after interferon-α injection reported elsewhere (8–10) and our cases are characterized by pain as the main symptom and development of cutaneous ulcerating necrosis after subcutaneous injection of interferon-α. A watery solution of the peptide interferon-α induced the changes. In our patients we utilized the newly developed polyethylene-glycol modified (“pegylated”) interferon-α-2b (PegIntron®). PegIntron has a molecular weight of approximately 12 kD, is resorbed more slowly and therefore remains in the circulation longer than conventional interferon-α. Small nodules and pustules have frequently been reported after injection of PEG-modified interferon. There has been one report of repeatedly occurring cutaneous ulcerations after the injection of “pegylated” interferon. However, in that case, erythematous macules and nodules developed after each injection, suggesting a different pathomechanism, e.g. an “arthus reaction” (11). It is conceivable that embolization of small arteries, which is the most likely mechanism for the development of embolia cutis medicamentosa, is induced by crystals of undissolved interferon. The other possibilities are vascular occlusion caused by local persisting vasospasms or vascular occlusion due to endothelial damage by periarterial-, transarterial- or intramural injections leading to local activation of the coagulation system and subsequent thrombosis (10, 12).

Microscopically, necrotizing vasculitis with lymphocytic infiltrates and karyorhexis has been described. Vessel walls showed fibrinoid necrosis and thrombotic occlusion of the vessel lumina with progression of vascular and perivascular necrosis (6). In our patients, we did not detect any signs of vasculitis. In patient 2, we were able to examine deeper dermal and subcutaneous vessels because the affected skin tissue had been removed. Occlusion of bigger veins and small arterioles by thrombotic material could be demonstrated. In animal studies, embolia cutis medicamentosa could only be reproduced by direct intra-arterial injection of different drugs, but not via periarterial or intramuscular injections (14).

While polyethylene glycol might lead to unspecific inflammatory reactions, the most likely mechanism for the development of the reported skin necrosis is the occlusion of an artery, i.e. ischemia. This is in concordance with the pain that was observed during the development of the necrosis.

In treating embolia cutis medicamentosa, we were able to compare three different modalities. In patient 1 the first necrosis was removed and the wound was left to secondary healing. This resulted in prolonged morbidity. The second necrosis in patient 1 was treated topically with heparin ointment and oral NSAIDs, which did not prevent further demarcation and the cutaneous necrosis had to be removed surgically. In patient 2, the painful infiltrate was removed before complete necrosis had occurred, resulting in immediate pain relief and primary wound healing, without complications. We conclude, therefore, that surgical treatment with primary wound healing is the treatment of first choice in embolia cutis medicamentosa.
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Sir,
Anaplastic large cell lymphoma (ALCL), also called Ki-1 lymphoma, is characterized by the proliferation of predominantly large neoplastic lymphoid cells with strong expression of the cytokine receptor CD30 and a characteristic growth pattern (1). A previous study reported that primary cutaneous CD30-positive (CD30+) cases of ALCL, regardless of their morphologic classification (anaplastic or non-anaplastic), can be considered as distinct types of cutaneous T-cell lymphoma (2). Most cases of ALCL have been reported to be CD4 positive (CD4+). We present here a case of a primary cutaneous ALCL with a CD8-positive (CD8+) phenotype, showing fairly good prognosis.

CASE REPORT
In February 2001 a 68-year-old man presented with a 1-month history of skin tumor on his right forearm (Fig. 1). The tumor had developed rapidly and presented as a solid, reddish-violet, circumscribed, 4.3 × 3.9 cm mass. In the center of the tumor there was a 1.4 × 1.9 cm ulcer. There was no lymphadenopathy.

Laboratory investigations were almost normal, except for a mild renal dysfunction (creatinine clearance = 40 ml/min/1.73 m$^2$). No antibodies were detected against the human T-cell leukemia virus-1 (HTLV-1) or human immunodeficiency virus (HIV). The bone marrow did not show tumor cell involvement. A $^{67}$Ga whole body scan showed a hot spot corresponding to the mass on the patient’s right forearm. No evidence of lymphadenopathy or tumor mass was found by computerized tomography of his chest and abdomen and magnetic resonance imaging of his head and neck.

An incisional biopsy was performed. Histologically, the epidermis was slightly infiltrated by mononuclear cells. Irregularly shaped large cells with large atypical (often chromatin-poor, horseshoe-shaped) nuclei, prominent nucleoli and amorphous cytoplasm comprised the infiltrate, which extended from the papillary dermis to the subcutaneous fat (Fig. 2a). Medium-sized lymphoid cells with occasional atypical nuclei mingled with large cells were also observed. Adjacent areas showed a predominance of inflammatory cells consisting of normal lymphocytes and histiocytes. The tumor cells from the specimen were studied using a panel of monoclonal antibodies and they expressed leukocyte common antigen, CD2, CD3, CD5, CD7, CD8 (Fig. 2b), CD30, CD45RO, CD68 and T-cell restricted intracellular antigen-1 (TIA-1). The cells tested negative for CD1a, CD4, CD16, CD20, CD56, CD57, anaplastic lymphoma kinase and TdT.

DNA hybridization analysis was performed using the T-cell antigen receptor gene (C$\beta$) probe, as described elsewhere (3), and rearranged bands were detected, indicating the proliferation of clonal T lymphocytes.

After the biopsy, a partial spontaneous resolution of the tumor was observed. The patient was treated for 20 days with local radiation therapy at 2 Gy per day for a total dose of 40 Gy, after which the tumor disappeared.

Fig. 1. Clinical appearance of the tumor on the patient’s right wrist.